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Nine new courses are being released in Q4 2022

1. NSE 1 - Introduction to Network Security
2. NSE 2 - Network Security Fundamentals
3. NSE 3 - Internet Security
4. NSE 4 - Advanced Internet Security
5. NSE 5 - Penetration Testing
6. NSE 6 - Cybersecurity Analytics
7. NSE 7 - Cybersecurity Operations
8. NSE 8 - Cybersecurity Management
9. NSE 9 - Cybersecurity Leadership

Pace and Pearson Vue Exams

Brilli-Gallant 4th and 5th exams are available to NSE and NSE+ Certified Professionals

FortiGuard Labs Threat Predictions

FortiGuard Labs updated its Threat Predictions for the next quarter. The report includes prediction tables covering the next quarter, with detailed analysis of the current threat landscape. The report also highlights areas where FortiGuard Labs predicts increased threats and provides recommendations for security measures to be taken.

Additional information about the predictions can be found in the full report available in our website.